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Explore the world of such a little mouse--from the bestselling author of LITTLE BLUE TRUCK!

"And way down deep in the hole
lives a mouse.

Such a little mouse,
with his smart gray coat,
with his ears pink as petals,
with three twitchety whiskers
on each side of his nose."

With Alice Schertle's sweet descriptive language and touching illustrations from Stephanie Yue, a little
mouse interacts with the world around him. Every season of the year, "such a little mouse" pops out of his
hole and goes out to explore the wider world.

Praise for Such a Little Mouse:
* "The book begins in spring. 'In the middle of the meadow, under a clump of dandelions, there is a hole.'
Out pops '[s]uch a little mouse,' with 'ears pink as petals' and a tiny smile. He sees bees on clover blossoms
and his own reflection in a puddle. Each season is represented in one exploratory day. In summer, the mouse
sees beavers and a porcupine; in autumn, rustling leaves, honking geese and busy ants. When winter arrives,
he sees his landscape covered in snow. 'Brrrrrrr,' he says, retreating underground to his cozy burrow, which
features tunnels and many discrete rooms--a bedroom, a kitchen and a fully stocked larder. All year he's been
storing seeds, watercress and acorns; now he can bake acorn bread and cook seed-and-watercress soup.
Preschoolers will recognize the wooden alphabet blocks that form the base of his counter. Seasons and
animals aren't new topics, but Yue's idyllic meadowscapes are full of clean, fresh air. From full-page to spot
illustrations, from the breezy greens, blues and yellows of spring to the rustic browns of underground, her
colors glow gently. Her lines have a light touch but feel grounding; fine details, shadings and a real feel for
weather make this special. ... Perfectly charming." -- Kirkus Reviews, starred review

* "Yes, Schertle and Yue's hero is cute as can be, 'with his smart gray coat, with his ears pink as petals, with
three twitchety whiskers on each side of his nose.' But he's also self-reliant, self-directed, and very much at
home in the world--in other words, what readers in the target audience aspire to be. The story follows the
mouse through spring, summer, and autumn as he emerges from his wonderfully snug underground home to
gather food for his winter larder. Neither obsessive nor a procrastinator, the mouse knows he can get the job
done and still have time to kibitz with neighbors (he contributes a twig to a beaver's dam) and savor the
scenery (including his own handsome reflection in a puddle). Yue (the Guinea Pig, Pet Shop Private Eye
series) channels her customary jaunty energy into a more old-school drawing style, delivering nature scenes
that are warm but not treacly, while Schertle's gentle prose ('Such a little mouse. Off he goes into the wide
world') has just enough repetition to provide a comforting structure and a cozy lilt." -- Publishers Weekly,
starred review

Praise for Little Blue Truck (written by Alice Schertle and illustrated by Jill McElmurry)
* Schertle "gives readers plenty of opportunities to chime in with animal and vehicle noises." -- Publishers



Weekly, starred review

Praise for Very Hairy Bear (written by Alice Schertle and illustrated by Matt Phelan)
* "Schertle's patterned language sets up a playful cadence." --Kirkus Reviews, starred review
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From reader reviews:

Virginia Swain:

This book untitled Such a Little Mouse to be one of several books that best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the
book retailer or you can order it by using online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you quicker to read this book, as you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to
you personally to past this guide from your list.

Paul Day:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot
of information that can give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their own reader with their story or
perhaps their experience. Not only situation that share in the publications. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their
ability in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write to their book. One of them is this Such
a Little Mouse.

Betty Guinn:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book especially book entitled Such
a Little Mouse your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a publication
then become one web form conclusion and explanation this maybe you never get before. The Such a Little
Mouse giving you another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful details for
your better life with this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern is your body and mind will likely
be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this extraordinary
investing spare time activity?

Aimee Buffington:

The book untitled Such a Little Mouse contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains the girl
idea with easy technique. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to
read the item. The book was authored by famous author. The author will bring you in the new time of literary
works. You can actually read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or gadget, so you can
read the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can start
their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice go through.
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